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About This Game

Magma Chamber is a puzzle-based action game about a slime escaping a lab inside of a volcano. Each area of the lab presents
new puzzles and different challenges for you to overcome.

Each level has three objectives: Clear each tile, collect the children of slime, and get to the exit.
Completing all of the objectives will take strategic thought, as a single wrong move could end your chance to clear each tile or,

even worse, could end your life.

Each zone has its own boss fight that will push the limits of your ability, each with their own unique puzzles that you must
complete to move on.

Final product features will include

3 unique worlds

Puzzle based boss fights
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Title: Magma Chamber
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
IndieKeep Games
Publisher:
NedoStudio
Release Date: Apr 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 or 10

Processor: 1.2GHz processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 8-compatible graphics card with at least 32MB of video memory

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 250 MB available space

English
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great brawler with tons o heart! seems content full as well.. I think this was a good Game.
It really had this Atmosphere in it and all. It really gave me the Goosebumps at the beggining because I didnt knew what to do.
Later on it got more and more boring, but also pretty weird too, which is kinda nice!
After all I played the Game once and don't regret spending the 20ct on it!
Recorded a Gameplay of it on my Channel! Channel Name is --> Kirobody. Waste of $5. The motocross track is boring and the
SX track is not really much of a SX track. And then there is no multiplayer. Save your money.. It's really enjoyable and colorful
game. And also it gives some good challenge to your spatial thinking skills.. Thank you for making the exit game button work.
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This game is... _________________!
Choose the letter of the word(s) that best fit:
A) Awesome
B) Breathtaking
C) Crazy
D) Deadly
E) Excellent
F) Fantastic
G) Godly
H) Hard to close
I) Impossibly amazing
J) Just too fun
K) King
L) Likely to be my new favorite
M) Maddeningly difficult yet insanely rewarding
N) Noteworthy
O) Outstanding
P) Perfect
Q) Quite honestly the best unity game I've played in years
R) Ridiculous (chainsaw spaceships! WOOT!)
S) Superb
T) Totally epic
U) Unbelievable
V) Very good
W) Without equal
X) X-treme!
Y) Your new obsession
Z) All of the Above

The correct answer is Z.. Good concept but gets very unfair very quickly.. this game is absolutely amazing. i dont write reviews
often but this is well worth the 15 dollars. When I tried to install this game, "Microsoft NET Framework 4 setup" continued to
turn off my computer. This was a infinite loop.
 If you are in this infinite turning off hell, you have to activate "Task Manager"(Ctrl+Alt+Delete) and end the Microsoft NET
Framework 4 setup in "process" tab before computer has been tured off and after that uninstall "Rooks Keep". In another way,
just start computer in safe mode and uninstall "Rooks Keep".

 To install "Rooks Keep", I think the easiest way is to use "dotnetfx_cleanup_tool".
http://blogs.msdn.com/cfs-file.ashx/__key/CommunityServer-Components-
PostAttachments/00-08-90-44-93/dotnetfx_5F00_cleanup_5F00_tool.zip

 If you activate dotnetfx_cleanup_tool, just uninstall "Microsoft NET Framework 4"(maybe uninstalling NET Framework All
version is better). This will take several minutes.
 After turning off the computer, activate Steam and install "Rooks Keep". After that, there will be some messages to urge
installing "NET Framework 4.5.2".
 If you completed the installation process once, installing another newer version of NET Framework has no problems.

 Just for the gamer who is in trouble like me! Enjoy it!. I'm glad i got a 90% off coupon from leveling up. the best outfit in
retribution. I love me some detective adventure games where you got to gather clues and interrogate people. Games such as
Discworld Noir and Under A Killing Moon do it really well and it's kinda sad that so few games in the genre exist. The Silver
Earring is another of these games which does not rely upon "use item X with item Y" puzzles but rather on cross-examination,
investigation and tying elements together.

It doesn't do it as well as the above-mentioned examples, however. In most areas the games is quite adequate but never more
than that, and in some areas the game is rather poor. Here's a list of PRO's and CON's:
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PRO
- The game keeps track of everything you collect & where you collected it in list-form. Same with dialogs and letters and other
evidence. Very tidy and handy
- the Quiz between chapters is pretty well done and forces you to think for yourself
- the backdrops are pretty well designed
- the game has a nice attention to detail in true Sherlock Holmes fashion
- the murder mystery is actually quite engaging

CON
- the dialog is very hit & miss - some parts are simply poorly written while others are quite convincing. The voice actors are
mostly average at best
- the characters you meet are not that interesting or simply break immersion by being unbelievable (the drunks outside for
example)
- the interface is a bit of a chore to say the least.
- sometimes the game will let you "use" an object through dialog and sometimes you got to drag it onto a person - the game is
very inconcistent like that. Since you pick up loads of items, this can be very tedious if you get stuck
- the game heavily relies on linearity - you need to find every single clue before it will continue which can be infuriating. A
walkthrough is a must if you want to enjoy the game!
- the music is not very appropriate a lot of the time and harms the immersion.
- the Quiz requires every single answer to be correct and in two instances, I found that the question was confusing so I had to
cheat.
- Holmes is even more of a jerk than the books make him out to be - he's plainly rude half the time.

Do I recommend this game? Just about but barely and only with a walkthrough. If you love murder mysteries, this is still a nice
game if you can forgive its flaws ... .. Holly mother of Jesus

Holly f""k

Holly molly

Best app I ever used,small price-endless possibility.

11/10. A pretty weak title with poor graphics and middling execution. The idea could work pretty well with actual money and
skill though.. Cute, short, what I like to call a artsy/indie game. I played about 60 mins from start to finish. Puzzle/platformer,
not too hard, just pay attention... I don't think there is any replay value, but it was fun while it lasted. Got it in a bundle, so it was
worth it to me. A nice relaxing hour.
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